
• 23 Color-coded aluminum tubes

(1 Tube with sleeved net).

Simulator Screen• 

• Left & Right Side Barriers

• Left & Right Side Panels
(not pictured).

• Top-Back Drape

• Front Valance (9”)

• Sand Bags (6) -sand not included.

• Duffel Bag

Find the 4 tubes labeled BASE, and connect them to each 

assemble the base, make sure the label that says “BASE” is 
other by simply matching the colors stripes together. When you

facing up and can be read.

CONTENTS BASE1

C) Now connect the upper-most tubes, the last of 
which will be the one with the sleeved net (red and 
black stripes). Then, disconnect the velcro stripes
holding the net.

FRAME2

 

So let’s get started.

SIMULATOR
ASSEMBLY

Thank you for purchasing our product. In this pamphlet you’ll 

Net Return Simulator. In about 15 minutes you should have 
something that looks like the picture to the right.

find simple, easy to follow instructions for assembling your new

For even easier to follow video instructions on how to assemble or disassemble any 
of our products, go on-line to TheNetReturn.com/Assembly .  

A) Once the base is complete, locate the 2 
upright tubes (with the welds), and connect them 
vertically to the frame base. Continue to build up 
your frame by connecting the tubes with the 
identical colored stripes.

B) After you connect the tubes with the yellow and 
white colored stripes, tip the frame onto its back 
(see above) allowing easy assembly of the 
upper-most tubes.
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SLEEVE

SCREEN

3

4

Slide the screen onto the support tubes from Step 4B

F) Seal the opening between the screen and the net 
using the large Velcro strip on the front and the smaller 
one on the back. You may need to lift the frame for this.

E) 

Connect the tubes with the screen onto the rest of 
the frame.
E) 

D) 

B) Carefully slide the net all the way down the left 
and right side.

A) Begin sliding the sleeve onto the frame, one 
side at a time. There are slits sewn into the sleeve 
so that it fits over the dual tubes on the left and 
right side. Make sure these are exposed.

C) Secure it in place with the Velcro tabs on the 
bottom of each side of the net.

C) Fold out the screen and lay it down on the 
net with the larger of the two Velcro strips 
facing up, feeding it through the rear opening 
of the net.

B) Assemble the rest of the screen support that 
will go onto the top of the frame. Leave one side 
open for now to sleeve the screen onto the tube.

A) Locate the two pairs of tubes for the left and 
right sides now (from step 3A) and slide them into 
position to the bottom of the base. There are no 
push-buttons for these tubes.
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THANK YOU
ENJOY YOUR PURCHASE

SHADES
+ side barriers

ACCESSORIES
FOR YOUR SIMULATOR

5

For more detailed side barrier installation instructions 
as well as all our other products, visit us on-line at 
TheNetReturn.com/Assembly. 

www.TheNetReturn.com
• • 4

A) Locate the red tab in the middle of the top/rear 
drape and align it with the red tab in the middle of 
the Velcro strip on the top of the net and connect 
the entire fabric.

B)There are two side barriers.The color tabs (Blue 
on the left and red on the right) are connected at 
the 90º angle on the top/front of the net

C) Attach the remaining larger Velcro tabs across the 
top on each side - and the two smaller tabs on the 
back of the net.

D) Each Side Panel has Velcro strips that attach to the 
top of the Side Barrier netting toward the front on one 
side and to the rear upright pole toward the back.

E) Connect the front valance (aligning once again the red tab to 
the middle) to the front of the net, opposite the top-back drape.

 F) Carefully stand up the frame (watch your 
ceilings), and continue the assembly of your side 
barriers by attaching the Velcro tabs to the rear 
of the net.

 G) Connect the two green tabs on the rear of 
each side barrier, and the tabs at the end to a 
sand bag on each side. 

Visit us at TheNetReturn.com to purchase 
any of the following accessories for your 
simulator (and more!):

• PROJECTOR MOUNT KIT
• LIGHT BAR KIT
• RUNNER TURF (2’6” X 9)
• PRO TURF (6’ X 10’)
   (pictured to the right and on first page)

Enjoy your Simulator Series NetReturn and please 
don’t hesitate to contact us with any questions.
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